STUDIES REGARDING THE WETTABILITY OF ACRYLIC AND SILICONE DENTAL MATERIALS
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Abstract

The evaluation of the biomaterials by clinical and experimental tests represents an important and necessary aspect for the success of dental treatments and for obtaining a real biological integration, meaning optimal tolerance and functionality. The objective of this study was a comparative estimation of the wettability of the surface for several types of materials currently used in dentistry (soft and hard acrylic materials and silicone ones). Seven commercial products were chosen and for each of them there were made 5 specimens, which were analyzed by the contact angle method. According to our results, the self-cured hard acrylic materials showed the smallest contact angle, followed by the soft acrylics, the heat-cured hard acrylic materials and the silicone materials. The characteristics of the materials from the point of view of their wettability can be an advantage, as well a disadvantage, accurate information related to the particular characteristics of each case being essential conditions when choosing the optimal therapeutic solution.
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Introduction

The oral health condition represents a key element in assuring the “well-being” of a person and is the central point of the present perception of the World Health Organization regarding health [7]. The tooth decay, periodontal disease, edentulousness and dental malpositions may have negative loco-regional consequences, may affect the self esteem together with the lowering of social interactions and damaging of life quality [1,5,8,9,14]. In many cases the dental interventions imply the use of materials which get into direct or indirect relation with the oral structures. Within this frame, the evaluation of the biomaterials, by clinical and experimental tests represents an important and necessary aspect for the success of the dental treatment and also to obtain a real biological integration, meaning optimal tolerance and functionality.

Nowadays, the removable prosthetic treatments and the orthodontic ones are more and more frequently used [2]. Among the most used biomaterial categories within this frame of treatment are the soft and the hard acrylic materials and also the silicone ones. These are used to make the total and partial dentures, the removable orthodontic appliances and for their adaptation and optimization by tissue conditioning and soft and hard relining for a long or short period of time [13]. Taking into account their use, sometimes for a long time or during the oral structures’ healing, it is necessary to have an optimal biocompatibility (meaning a low citotoxicity and microbial loading), as well as optimal biomechanic features, stable for a long time.

An inadequate retention of the mentioned dental appliances may be associated to the masticatory, phonetic and aesthetic deficiencies with negative influences on the oral and general health, the perception of the self, with social and psychological implications. Within this frame, an important characteristic in assuring the integration of this type of materials is the wettability, with a role in the process of adhesion. This is a key element in denture’s retention, in keeping the appliance in a correct relation with the oral structures, as well as for the comfort of the patient with the oral appliance.

The objective of the present study was the comparative estimation of the wettability of the surface of several types of materials currently used in dentistry, with increased frequency in prosthodontics and orthodontics. This feature was studied comparatively for soft, hard acrylic materials, and silicone ones, as well within the frame of the same category of material taking into account the subclasses with various curing mechanisms. A better knowledge of these features may help to understand some oral pathological
aspects which were noticed, as well to select the adequate materials, with positive consequences regarding their morpho-functional integration.

**Materials and Methods**

There were used seven commercial products which corresponded to three types of materials used in orthodontics and removable prosthodontics: hard acrylic, soft acrylic and silicone materials. (Table I). *The hard acrylic materials*, based on polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), are the most used in making the removable dentures and removable orthodontic appliances, as well as for their relining and repairing. Depending on the way of manufacture, there are chemical cured, heat cured and light cured variants. The materials are under the form of bicomponent products, powder and liquid, with chemical cure or heat cure and they are hard at the end of the cure. *The soft acrylic materials* are used for temporary relining, for tissue conditioning, as well as for functional impression. Like the hard ones, they are under the form of powder and liquid and after the cure they remain plastic and elastic. *The silicone materials* are used for temporary relining (indicated in certain cases, as after implant placement or in the presence of prominent, aching mucosseous zones). They are usually used for a longer period of time as compared to the previous ones. They are under the form of a paste and after the cure they remain elastic, but not plastic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commercial product (Producer)</th>
<th>Type of material</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duracryl® (<em>Spofa Dental</em>)</td>
<td>Self cure hard acrylic material</td>
<td>Dentures and orthodontic devices repair, Direct and indirect denture relining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superacryl® (<em>Spofa Dental</em>)</td>
<td>Heat cure hard acrylic material</td>
<td>Denture base, Removable orthodontic appliances base, Indirect relining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prothyl Hot® (<em>Zhermack</em>)</td>
<td>Soft acrylic material</td>
<td>Tissue conditioning, Direct and indirect denture relining for short and medium period of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscogel® (<em>Dentsply De Trey GMBH</em>)</td>
<td>Silicone material</td>
<td>Elastic denture relining for short and medium period of time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sample preparation

For each product there were made 5 specimens, resulting 35 samples. In order to get samples with smooth plane surface, compatible with the chosen analysis method, these were prepared according to the indications of the producer and then put on a microscope slide. In order to reduce the errors and to raise the fairness results, the specimens were codified and then registered and the research team was blinded (they did not know what material was analysed).

Contact angle determination

The contact angle (θ) method represents a quantitative technique for evaluating the wetting of a solid by a liquid (wettability), being linked to another phenomenon like adhesion. It is geometrically defined as the angle made by the liquid drop at the border of the three stages: liquid, solid and gaseous (Figure 1a and b). Low values indicate a good wettability, while as the angle increases the wettability decreases. Contact angle measurements were performed with KSV Instruments CAM 101 experimental device equipped with high speed digital video camera C 200 – HS (KSV – Finland) [4]. Measurements were made using liquid distilled water (density 0.9986 g/cm³) in the air (density 0.0013g/ cm³) at the room temperature (t=20°C). There were used drops with small volume as the effects of mis-representation due to the gravitation are minimal. There were registered values of the contact angle for 45 seconds continuously at every 5 sec.
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a. Contact angle (9) b. KSV Instruments CAM 101 device

Statistical analysis

The data analysis was made using Statistical Software, version 11. The values for the contact angle were reported as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Kruskal Wallis nonparametric test was used for variance by ranks
analysis between groups corresponding to the analyzed materials. After Kruskal Wallis analysis across 7 groups, Mann Whitney test was applied between each pair of groups for mean values comparison, performing multiple post hoc comparison.

Results and Discussion

According to the measurements performed, the self cured hard acrylic materials showed the smallest contact angle, followed by the soft acrylic ones and heat cured hard acrylics. The highest values of the contact angle were noticed for the silicone materials (Table II). The volume of the drop was 5.35 µl (SD 1.42). Ranks were significantly different among the 7 commercial products (p<0.001). As a result of post-hoc comparisons we noted that the contact angle values among the commercial products belonging to the same material category with the same curing mechanism did not show statistically significant differences, except the silicone materials Mollosil® and Elite® (p=0.009). There were no statistically significant differences between the self cured hard acrylic materials and the soft acrylic ones. As for the other categories of materials, there were statistically significant differences regarding the contact angle values.

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commercial product</th>
<th>Contact angle mean±SD</th>
<th>Statistical differences between materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Duracryl®</td>
<td>75.97±3.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Superacryl®</td>
<td>84.81±1.14</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Meliodent®</td>
<td>85.19±1.74</td>
<td>* NSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Viscogel®</td>
<td>77.34±3.87</td>
<td>NSS * *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Tissue Conditioner®</td>
<td>76.44±3.67</td>
<td>NSS * * NSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Mollosil®</td>
<td>98.44±3.77</td>
<td>* * *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Elite®</td>
<td>96.50±3.09</td>
<td>* * * * *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD – standard deviation
* - materials that were significantly different at the p= 0.05 significance level
NSS – not significant

A proper wettability represents a favorable aspect in denture retention, and also for maintaining the prosthetic device in a correct relation with the oral structures while performing functions. A good wettability is usually associated to a hydrophilic character, these representing useful features in forming the surface saliva film and in getting the dimensional stability of the dentures by counter-balancing the contraction occurred after the curing. Also it favors the intra-oral adaptation by decreasing the friction
with the oral mucosa and increasing the patient’s comfort. At the same time, for patients with hyposialia, who develop a lower tolerance regarding the denture wearing, a material with a low contact angle is recommended. In many cases the patients who get these types of treatment are either older patients, with a precarious immunity, susceptible for infections, or children. In both cases, frequently, the oral and appliance hygiene is deficient and thus, the treatment may be a risk factor in the appearance of stomatitis [10-12]. On the other side, the increased hyposialia is a disadvantage because it develops conditions for the adherence and development of microbial germs, favoring the appearance of surface biofilms. The hydrophilic character contributes to the decreasing of the mechanical resistance of the device in time by a degrading process, increasing the risk of fractures as well as favoring discolorations. Thus, through a good knowledge of the features of the materials related to the particular characteristics of each case, the dentist can choose the best therapeutic solution.

The studies on this topic within the scientific literature [3,6,15] are very few and the results are not uniform regarding the contact angle values: for self cured hard acrylics 73.4° and 75°; for heat cured acrylic materials 75.356°, 68.7°, 77.4° and between 71.8° and 77.3°; for soft acrylic materials 85.625° and 59.9°-69.6°; for silicone materilas 119.990° [3] and 63.9° and 81° when a varnish is used [16]. Yet we must mention that from the commercial products analyzed in these studies, we only used one in our research, namely Mollosil®. Thus we can say that the silicone materials develop a greater contact angle than the acrylic ones [17], but as for the values of the soft and hard acrylics the opinions are contradictory.

The present study showed the contact angle values of some materials frequently used in prostodontics and orthodontics, that may be a decisive parameter when choosing the type of material.

Conclusions

The materials used for dentures or orthodontic appliances base, develop different wettability and hydrophilic/hydrophobic character. The smallest contact angle values were registered for the acrylic materials for hard and soft relining, with average values for long term acrylics. The highest values were registered for the silicone materials. The acrylic materials behavior used in soft and hard relining explain the increase of adhesion and retention, developed after relining, as well as the microbial adherence and the occurance of denture stomatitis. The acrylics behavior for relining or conditioning, completes the range of their disadvantages which limit the duration of their use.
Taking into account the features mentioned above, the soft acrylic materials can be, successfully used for a correct relationship with the oral structures during impression maneuver.

The silicone materials, through their hydrophobic character, develop a more reduced wettability and microbial adherence than the soft acrylics. This explains the possibility of their long term usage. There should not be neglected the chemical composition and their behavior in the oral environment. The more reduced microbial adhesion of the silicone materials explains their indication after implant placement. Also, the soft acrylics are indicated in temporary relining, tissue conditioning and the impression phase.

Accurate information on the difference of the wettability between materials may help for a better choice of the most indicated relining materials in different medical situations like hyposialia (soft acrylic materials are more indicated than the silicone ones).

The range of values of the wettability for the hard acrylics lead to an accurate choice of these materials, taking into account the oral environment and the saliva flow particularities.
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